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Caught in the Act of Changing Treasury Signatures
THIS INTERESTING PAIR OF NOTES

shows the first step in the alteration of an Original
Series into a Series of 1875 plate. Here a Bureau
employee has obliterated most of the Colby-Spinner
signatures.

The treasury signatures were routinely updated to
those in office at the time the plates were altered. Also
the Bureau imprint was added above the title block. In
this case, Bruce-Wyman signatures were added indicat-

L7P--70._)
it THE PAPER COLUMN
,0, 	by Peter Huntoon

ing that the plate was altered between April 1, 1883, and
April 30, 1885.

The signatures appear to have been ground off;
however, that is too strong a term. Rather they were
erased using some type of mild abrasive or polishing
wheel which left a myriad of fine scratches that picked
up the ink when the proof was made. Notice that the
titles under both officers names were also obliterated.

A little touch up
polishing probably
was performed to
catch the portions of
the signatures that
extended beyond the
abraded area and to
smooth out the coars-
er scratches. Then
appropriate rolls con-
taining all design ele-
ments that were dam-
aged, including the
line "with the U. S.
Treasurer a t
Washington," were
used to reenter those
elements. Rolls con-
taining each of the
required signatures,
the officers titles, and
the Bureau imprint
were used to transfer
that new information
to the plate as well.
The high pressures
involved in the trans-
fer process smoothed
out the surface of the

plate and obliterated the remaining scratches and rem-
nants of the old signatures.

There was a period when Bureau personnel made
proofs from the Original Series plates before altering
them into Series of 1875. Consequently those Original
Series proofs got preserved among the BEP holdings
now in the Smithsonian. However, proofs of work in
this intermediate stage are very uncommon. So far only
three have been found, all $5s, and all altered at about
the same time. They are: The First National Bank of
Maquoketa, Iowa (#999), The Farmers National Bank of
New Jersey at Mount Holly (#1168), and The First
National Bank of the City of Battle Creek, Michigan
(#1205).

The erasures on the Battle Creek plate appear to
have been made by a coarser tool, possibly even a hand
tool. That example is shown below in the blowup. +

* 0	i/•t f•,°1s

Signatures probably removed by hand tooling on Battle Creek plate
(above); and by a polishing wheel on Maquoketa plate (below).
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BEP engravers chose
the same District of
Columbia Seal that
appears on the backs
of National Currency
as an artistic vignette
for the district inter-
est check.

District of Columbia - National Bank Note Tie In
By Peter

FEATURED IS A PROOF FOR A DISTRICT
of Columbia check prepared by the

Bureau of Engraving and Printing in the
late 1800s. Notice the imprint "Printed
at the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing" in the right border.

The District of Columbia seal,
the identical seal used on early
District National Bank notes, is the
visually dominant element.

The District of Columbia is a
ward of the federal government. In
fact, the people who live there have
no elected representative in Congress.
Next time you drive by an automobile
from there, notice the protest "Taxation
without Representation" impressed on
their license plate!

Being the charge of the federal government, it

Huntoon

was only fitting that many of the security items made for
the District were produced at the government's

premier printing facility -- the BEP. It was
only natural that when laying out this check

the Bureau employees reached for the exist-
ing readily available district seal. What
better ornament.

The check was used to pay the annu-
al interest on a loan floated by the
District. Notice that the space for the
signature is reserved for the Treasurer of
the United States, not some District offi-
cial. Talk about maintaining federal con-

trol!
The check is in the National

Numismatic Collections, National Museum
of American History, Smithsonian Institution.

The photo of the note is courtesy of David
Sundman, Littleton Coins.
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